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CONNECTING PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD TO THE OCEAN AND EACH OTHER, INSPIRING OCEAN STEWARDSHIP THROUGH UNIQUE GLOBAL EXPERIENCES
Educational Passages Miniboat Program
Educational Passages Miniboat Program for Ocean Science
Educational Passages Miniboat Program for Education

- Endless Curriculum Connections: STEAM, history, language arts, etc.
- Resources aligned to Next Generation Science Standards and Ocean Literacy Principles and Fundamental Concepts
- Confidence and Skill Building
Educational Passages - iFADO Miniboat Program

How it started

How it’s going →
Educational Passages Miniboat Program

- **INTERDISCIPLINARY** - Exploring new ways of learning
- **LEADERSHIP** - Confidence and skill building
- **IMPACT** - Determination, perseverance, resiliency, patience
- **VALUE** - Collecting data for ocean science
- **EMPOWERMENT** - Building ocean literacy and STEAM skills
- **CONNECTION** - Global connections and international friendships
- **FUTURE** - Inspiring the next generation of professionals